DEPARTMENT OF PETROCHEMICAL ENGINEERING

CHEMOVISION’S
IPL AUCTION
Season 3
AUCTIONS RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS:

A] General Rules and Instructions:
 Entry of the 8 teams will be purely based on the quiz and crossword puzzle conducted before the
event.
 Teams will be seated in order of the marks scored in quiz/time taken in puzzle.
 Only three members are required for the auctions.
 Teams will be provided with a purse of 8000 LAC each amount of virtual money to spend.
 No inter teams negotiations are allowed.
 Use of mobile phones in the quiz and puzzle is strictly prohibited.
 You can use mobile phones in auctions.
 No changes will be entertained once the player is sold.
 Teams should well adhere to the rules.
 Violation of rules will result in the disqualification of team.
 Datum point is 100(EXCEPT IN CASE OF STADIUM AUCTIONS)
 The bid raises as follows :
- 20L to 100L
- 10L interval
- 100L to 200L
- 20L interval
- 200L to 500L
- 50L interval
 The decision of the IPL Auction committee will be final on any issues.

B] Buying Franchise of Team
 Following teams will be available for the auctions. : SRH, KKR, RCB, MI, KXIP,RR,CSK,DD
 The points will be given upon the past performance of the teams in the IPL.
 Multiple rounds will cost a penalty of 50L in the last highest bid.

C] Buying Stadium for the team
 BCCI has made it compulsory for the teams to have 2 stadiums as their home ground.






D]

13 stadiums will be auctioned.
A team should buy one stadium.
The points on stadium will depend upon the seating capacity of the stadium.
Team should read instruction given on the stadium sheet.

Player Auctions
 Player will be displayed and you need to bid on the player with given base price.
 Base price is decide by the organizing committee and is not subject to change.
 You can only buy maximum of 6 foreign players.
 You have to buy a minimum of 12 and a maximum of 15 total players.
 Player will be displayed and auctioned in the same way as given in the list(provided to you at time
of auction).
 We suggest you to have a balanced team.
 There should be at least one wicket keeper in your team.
 There is no multiple auction.
 There is no Player transfer window.
 Point will be given to player based upon his current performance and overall cricket 20I stats. This
point will not be disclosed until the auction is complete. The league included in player
performance is IPL, BBL , PSL, Natwest T20 and International Test, ODI and T20.

E] Making Best 11
 From the selected player, a team need to make best playing eleven according to:
OBT,OBT,BAT,BAT,BAT,AR,AR,BOWL,BOWL,BOWL,BOWL(Max. 4 foreign)
 Where,
OBT depicts Opening batsman,
BAT depicts Batsman,
AR depicts ALL ROUNDER,
BOWLBOWL depicts bowlers.
 The points will be added on the basis of their position. For Example if you placce batsman in
batsman position , his batting points will be considered. And If you place batsman in bowling
place , you will not fetch any points.
 All rounder can be used at any position and his respective points will be added(depending upon
where placed at bowling or batting position).
 When a player is placed at All Rounder’s Seasosition , its both batting and bowling point will be
added.
 It is recommended to have a wicket keeper in your side. You need to mark the wicket keeper
mark over the player.
 It is advised to have openers in Opners place and additional point of +10 will be given to each
player.




The players who are extra(not in playing 11), their half points will be calculated from the best
attribute.
If teams are left with some amount of budget then, 100L(round off) will resemble 5 points.

F] Extra Points
 Additional points/ extra points will give twist in auctioning.
 The team with first 3 successful bids will get+10 points.
 The team with first successful wicket keeper bid will get +10 points.
 The team having the largest purse after auction will get +10 points.
 The teams having highest number of player will get +10 points.
 The team buying stadium listed in their best pick will get +10 points.
G] RTM (Right to match)
 Every Franchise could retain two players with Right to Match cards that will be used during the
auctions
 List of players will be provided at the time of auction to every team
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